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Abstract. Let M be a Hilbert C�-module. A linear mapping d WM!M is called a deriva-
tion if d.< x;y > ´/D< dx;y > ´C < x;dy > ´C < x;y > d´ for all x;y;´ 2M. We give
some results for derivations and automatic continuity of them on M. Also, we will characterize
generalized derivations and strong higher derivations on the algebra of compact operators and
adjointable operators of Hilbert C�-modules, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES

Let A be a C �-algebra. A pre�Hilbert A�module M is a left A-module
equipped with a sesquilinear form < �; �>WM�M �!A which satisfies the follow-
ing axioms for all x;y 2M and a 2A:
(1) < x;x >� 0;
(2) < x;x >D 0” x D 0;
(3) < x;y >�D< y;x >;
(4) < ax;y >D a < x;y >.
For every x 2M, set k x kDk< x;x >k1=2. A pre-Hilbert A-module M which is
complete with respect to this norm is called a Hilbert A�module. For example,
a complex Hilbert space H is a Hilbert C �-module over the C �-algebra of complex
numbers or a C �-algebra A is a Hilbert C �-module over A by < a;b >D ab�, for
all a;b 2A. A linear mapping T WM!M is called an operator if T is continuous
and A-linear (i.e. T .ax/D aT .x/ for all a 2A and x 2M). By End.M/, we de-
note the set of all operators on M. A mapping T WM!M is called adjointable
if there exists a mapping T � WM!M such that < T x;y >D< x;T �y > for all
x;y 2M. As a well-known result, every adjointable mapping T WM!M is an
operator. The set of all adjointable mappings on M is denoted by End�.M/ which
is a C �-algebra under the usual operator norm. For x;y 2M, define �x;y WM!M

by �x;y.´/D< ´;y > x, for all ´ 2M. Clearly, �x;y 2End
�.M/ with ��x;y D �y;x .
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Note that �x;y is quite different from rank one projections in Hilbert spaces. For
example we can not infer x D 0 or y D 0 from �x;y D 0. We denote by K.M/

the closed linear span of f�x;y W x;y 2 Mg. The elements of K.M/ are called
compact operators. This concept of compact operators is different from
compact operators in the usual sense. However, this concept coincides with the
concept of usual compact operators when we choose a Hilbert space as a Hilbert
C �-module. Set I Dspanf< x;y >W x;y 2 Mg. It is easy to see that I is a �-
bi-ideal of A. An important class of Hilbert C �-modules are f ul l modules. A
Hilbert C �-module M is called full if I D A, where I is the norm closure of I in
A. For example, A is a full A-module. It is well-known that the derivations on
Banach algebras are the generators of certain dynamical systems. A linear mapping
� WM !M is called a homomorphism if �.< x;y > ´/ D< �x;�y > �´ for
all x;y;´ 2M. A dynamical system on M is a strongly continuous one-parameter
family .ut /t2R of homomorphisms. A linear mapping d W M ! M is called a
derivation if d.< x;y > ´/ D< dx;y > ´C < x;dy > ´C < x;y > d´ for all
x;y;´ 2M, see [1] and [2]. In [1], Abbaspour and Skeide proved that a C0-group
u D .ut /t2R is a dynamical system if and only if its generator is a derivation and
every derivation on full Hilbert C �-module M is a generalized derivation i.e. there
exists a derivation ı W A! A such that d.ax/ D ı.a/xC ad.x/ for all a 2 A and
x 2M. Also, they proved that every derivation on full Hilbert C �-modules extends
as a �-derivation to the linking algebra. In this paper, we consider derivations on Hil-
bert C �-modules and give some results about adjointable derivations and automatic
continuity of them.
Let � WA!A be a linear mapping. A � -derivation is a linear mapping d WA!A

such that d.ab/ D d.a/�.b/C�.a/d.b/ for all a;b 2A. If � D I , where I is the
identity operator on A, then d is a derivation. A generalized derivation on A is a
linear mapping d W A! A such that there exists a derivation ı W A! A such that
d.ab/D d.a/bCaı.b/ for all a;b 2A. In [7], P. Li, D. Han and W. S. Tang proved
that every derivation on End�.M/ is inner if A is commutative and unital. In sec-
tion 3, we will characterize generalized derivations on K.M/ without commutativity
condition. Suppose that fdng

1
nD0 is a sequence of linear mappings from A into A.

It
0

s called a higher derivation if dn.ab/D
Pn

iD0di .a/dn�i .b/ for all a;b 2A

and all n> 0. If d0D I , fdng
1
nD0 is called a st rong higher derivation. Let ı be

a derivation on A and define the sequence fdng
1
nD0 on A by d0D I and dnD

ın

nŠ
for

every n > 1. By Leibnitz rule, fdng
1
nD0 is a higher derivation on A. Higher deriva-

tions were introduced by Hasse and Schmidt [4] and algebraists sometimes call them
Hasse-Schmidt derivations. For a higher derivation obviously, d0 is a homomorph-
ism and d1 is a d0-derivation in the sense of [11]. Therefore, higher derivations are
the generalizations of homomorphisms and derivations. In [12], higher derivations
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are applied to study generic solving of higher differential equations. For more in-
formation about higher derivations and its applications see [5], [6], [9] and [10]. The
last author in [10], characterized the strong higher derivations in terms of derivations.
In section 4 we give a characterization of higher derivation on End�.M/ with use of
elements whose product is in K.M/.

2. DERIVATIONS ON HILBERT C �-MODULES

Let M be a Hilbert C �-module. Recall that a linear mapping d WM!M is called
a derivation if

d.< x;y > ´/D< dx;y > ´C< x;dy > ´C< x;y > d´

for all x;y;´ 2M. Note that if d WM!M is an adjointable map with d� D �d ,
then d is a derivation. But the converse is not true. For example suppose that H
is a Hilbert space. Set u0 2 B.H/ such that u� D �u and u is not in the center of
B.H/. Define d W B.H/! B.H/ by d.v/D u0v� vu0 for every v 2 B.H/. It is
easy to see that d is a derivation onB.H/ as aB.H/-module but d is not adjointable.
Otherwise, d is A-linear and Therefore,

u0vv�vvu0 D d.vv/D vd.v/D vu0v�vvu0

for every v 2B.H/. This implies that u0 is in the center of B.H/, which is a contra-
diction. LetM be a full Hilbert C �-module. Note that if there exists a 2A such that
ax D o for every x 2M, then aD o. Therefore, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 1. Let M be a full Hilbert C �-module. Then d 2End�.M/ is a deriv-
ation if and only if d� D�d .

Proof. Suppose that d 2End�.M/ is a derivation. Then .< dx;y >C< x;dy >
/´D 0 for all x;y;´ 2M. Hence d� D�d . The converse is trivial. �

A set of non-zero elements fxigi2I �M is called a standard basis for M if the
reconstruction formula x D

P
i2I < x;xi > xi holds for every x 2M. Let

Ln.A/D f.a1;a2; � � � ;an/ W ai 2A;1� i � ng:

Then Ln.A/ a Hilbert C �-module over C �-algebra A with module product
a.a1;a2; � � � ;an/D .aa1;aa2; � � � ;aan/ and inner product

< .a1;a2; � � � ;an/; .b1;b2; � � � ;bn/ >D a1b
�
1 Ca2b

�
2 C�� �Canb

�
n

for every a 2A and .a1;a2; � � � ;an/; .b1;b2; � � � ;bn/ 2 Ln.A/, see [8]. If A is unital
then Ln.A/ has standard basis feig

n
iD1 such that

ei D .0;0; � � � ;1i ;th; � � � ;0/ and 1� i � n. In [3], D. Bakic and proved that every Hil-
bert C �-module over the C �-algebra of the compact operators possesses a standard
basis.

Theorem 2. Let M have a standard basis and d 2 End�.M/. Then d is a deriv-
ation if and only if d� D�d .
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Proof. Let fxigi2I be a standard basis for M and d 2 End�.M/ be a derivation.
Then d.x/D

P
i2I < x;xi > dxi . On the other hand,

dx D
X
i2I

< dx;xi > xi C

X
i2I

< x;dxi > xi C

X
i2I

< x;xi > dxi

D dxC
X
i2I

< d�x;xi > xi C

X
i2I

< x;xi > dxi

D dxCd�xCdx:

So, d� D�d . �

Lemma 1. Let M be a full Hilbert C �-module over unital C �-algebra A. Then
there exist x1; � � � ;xn 2M such that

Pn
iD1 < xi ;xi >D 1.

Proof. See [8]. �

A Hilbert C �-module M over C �-algebra A is called simple if the only closed
submodules of M over A are f0g and M. For example, let H be a Hilbert space and
K.H/ denotes the the algebra of compact operator on H . Then K.H/ is a simple
Hilbert C �-module over itself.

Theorem 3. Let M be a full and simple Hilbert C �-module over the unital C �-
algebra A and d be a derivation on M with closed range. Then d is continuous or
surjective.

Proof. Define the separating space S(d)=fy 2 M W 9fxng ! 0 in M such that
dxn ! yg. As a well-known result S.d/ is a closed subspace of M. By lemma
1, there exist x1; � � � ;xm such that

Pm
iD1 < xi ;xi >D 1. Therefore, a D

Pm
iD1 <

axi ;xi > for all a 2A. For ´ 2 S.d/ there exists a sequence ´n! 0 such that that
d´n! ´. Hence

d.a´n/D

mX
iD1

< adxi ;xi > ´nC

mX
iD1

< axi ;dxi > ´nC

mX
iD1

a < xi ;xi > d´n! a´:

(2.1)
This implies that S.d/ is a submodule of M. Since M is simple, S.d/ D f0g or
S.d/DM. If S.d/D f0g, by closed graph theorem, d is continuous. If S.d/DM

by (2.1), AM� Im.d/. Since A is unital AMDM. Therefore, Im.d/D Im.d/D
M and T is surjective. �

Lemma 2. Let M be a HilbertC �-module over unitalC �-algebra A. Then IMD

M.

Proof. Clearly, IM �M. let ´ 2M and set

x D lim
n!1

.
1

n
C< ´;´ >1=3/�1´:

One can see that ´D<x;x > x and therefore, IMDM. For more detail see [8]. �
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Theorem 4. Let M be a Hilbert C �-module over unital C � algebra A. Suppose
that M is a simple I -module and d be a derivation on M with closed range. Then d
is continuous or surjective.

Proof. Let a 2 I and ´ 2 S.d/. So there exist a sequence

´n! 0; x1;x2; � � � ;xm; y1;y2; � � � ;ym 2M

for some m 2N such that d´n! ´ and aD
Pm

iD1 < xi ;yi >. But

d.a´n/D

mX
iD1

< dxi ;yi > ´nC

mX
iD1

< xi ;dyi > ´nC

mX
iD1

ad´n! a´: (2.2)

This implies that S.d/ is a submodule of M. Therefore, S.d/D f0g or S.d/DM.
If S.d/ D f0g, by closed graph theorem, d is continuous. If S.d/ DM, by (2.2),
IM � Im.d/. Therefore, by lemma 2, Im.d/DM and T is surjective. �

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF GENERALIZED DERIVATIONS ON THE ALGEBRA OF
COMPACT OPERATORS

Let A be an algebra. Recall that a derivation on A is a linear mapping ı WA!A

such that ı.ab/D aı.b/C ı.a/b for all a;b 2A. A generalized derivation on A is
a linear mapping d WA!A such that there exists a derivation ı WA!A such that
d.ab/ D d.a/bCaı.b/ for all a;b 2 A. Recall that a linear mapping ˘ W A! A

is called a left multiplier if ˘.ab/ D ˘.a/b for all a;b 2 A. For a generalized
derivation d , set ˘ D d � ı. One can easily see that ˘ is a left multiplier. let
d WA!A de a linear mapping. As a well-known result d is a generalized derivation
if and only if there exist a derivation ı WA!A and left multiplier ˘ WA! A such
that d D ıC˘ .

Theorem 5. Let M be a full Hilbert C �-module over unital C �-algebra A. Then
linear mapping ˘ WK.M/!K.M/ is a left multiplier if and only if there exists
T 2End.M/ such that ˘.A/D TA for all A 2K.M/.

Proof. Let T 2End.M/. Define˘ WK.M/!K.M/ by˘.A/D TA, for every
A 2K.M/. Clearly ˘ is a left multiplier. Conversely, since M is full, by lemma 1,
there exist x1; � � � ;xn such that

PiDn
iD1 < xi ;xi >D 1. Define T WM!M by

T .x/D

nX
iD1

˘.�x;xi
/xi ;

for every x 2M. For every A 2K.M/ we have

TA.x/D

nX
iD1

˘.�Ax;xi
/xi D

nX
iD1

˘.A�x;xi
/xi D

nX
iD1

˘.A/.�x;xi
/xi
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D

nX
iD1

< xi ;xi >˘.A/x D˘.A/x:

So ˘.A/ D TA. T is obviously a continuous linear mapping. To show that T 2
End.M/ it’s remain to show that T is A-linear. Now suppose that a 2 A, x 2M

and A 2K.M/ We have,

˘.A/.ax/D TA.ax/D T .aA.x//

On the other hand
˘.A/.ax/D a˘.A/.a/D aTA.x/

and so T .aA.x//D aTA.x/ for every a 2A, x 2M and A 2K.M/. Now lemma 2
implies that T is A-linear. �

Definition 1. By L0.M/ we denote the set of all linear mapping A on M such
that AB �CA 2K.M/ for all B;C 2K.M/.
Clearly End�.M/�L0.M/.

Theorem 6. Let M be a full Hilbert C �-module over unital C �-algebra A. Then
linear mapping ı WK.M/!K.M/ is a derivation if and only if there exists T 2
L0.M/ such that ı.A/D TA�AT for all A 2K.M/.

Proof. Let T 2 L0.M/. Define ı WK.M/!K.M/ by ı.A/ D TA�AT , for
every A 2K.M/. Clearly, ı is a derivation. Conversely, since M is full by lemma 2
there exist x1; � � � ;xn such that

PiDn
iD1 < xi ;xi >D 1 . Define T WM!M by

T .x/D

iDnX
iD1

ı.�x;xi
/xi ;

for every x 2M. For every A 2K.M/ we have

TA.x/D

nX
iD1

ı.�Ax;xi
/xi

D

nX
iD1

ı.A�x;xi
/xi

D

nX
iD1

ı.A/.�x;xi
/xi C

nX
iD1

Aı.�x;xi
/xi

D ı.A/xCAT .x/:

�
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Theorem 7. Let M be a full Hilbert C �-module over unital C �-algebra A and d W
K.M/!K.M/ be a linear mapping. Then d is a generalized derivation if and only
if there exist T1 2 L0.M/ and T2 2 End.M/ such that d.A/D T1A�AT1CT2A

for every A 2K.M/.

4. CHARACTERIZATION OF HIGHER DERIVATION ON THE ALGEBRA OF
ADJOINTABLE OPERATORS

Let A be an algebra and suppose that fdng
1
nD0 is a sequence of linear mappings

from A into A. It
0

s called a higher derivation if

dn.ab/D

nX
iD0

di .a/dn�i .b/ (4.1)

for all a;b 2A and all n> 0. If d0D I , fdng
1
nD0 is called a strong higher derivation.

If (4.1) holds for all x;y 2A and nD 0;1;2; : : : ;m, it is called a higher derivation of
rank m. Now we are going to give a characterization of strong higher derivations in
terms of operators whose product is compact.

Theorem 8. Let M be a full Hilbert C �-module over the unital C �-algebra
A. Let fdn W End

�.M/! End�.M/g1nDo be a sequence of linear mappings such
that d0 D I . Then fdng

1
nDo is a strong higher derivation if and only if dn.AB/ DPn

iD0di .A/dn�i .B/ for all A;B 2End�.M/ such that AB 2K.M/ and all n� 1.

Proof. By lemma 1, there exist x1; � � � ;xn such that
Pn

1 < xi ;xi >D 1. Let xi for
some 1 � i � n, x 2M, A;B 2 End�.M/, and m � 1 be arbitrary elements. Since
K.M/ is a two sided ideal in End�.M/,

dm.A�x;xi
/D

mX
iD0

di .A/dm�i .�x;xi
/

and

dm.AB�x;xi
/D dm.AB/�x;xi

C

m�1X
iD0

di .AB/dm�i .�x;xi
/:

On the other hand,

dm.AB�x;xi
/D dm.A/B�x;xi

C

m�1X
iD0

di .A/dm�i .B�x;xi
/: (4.2)

Take mD 1. By comparing these equalities, we obtain

d1.AB/�x;xi
D d1.A/B�x;xi

CAd1.B/�x;xi
:
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So

d1.AB/x D

nX
iD1

d1.AB/ < xi ;xi > x

D

nX
iD1

d1.A/B < xi ;xi > xC

nX
iD1

Ad1.B/ < xi ;xi > x

D d1.A/BxCAd1.B/x:

This implies that d1 is a derivation. As an induction suppose that
fd0;d1; � � � ;dmg is a higher derivation of rank m. By induction, we get

dmC1.AB�x;xi
/D dmC1.AB/�x;xi

C

mX
iD0

di .AB/dmC1�i .�x;xi
/

D dmC1.AB/�x;xi
C

mX
iD0

iX
jD0

dj .A/di�j .B/dmC1�i .�x;xi
/

and by (4.2),

dmC1.AB�x;xi
/D dmC1.A/B�x;xi

C

mX
iD0

di .A/dmC1�i .B�x;xi
/

D dm.A/B�x;xi
C

mX
iD0

m�iX
jD0

di .A/dj .B/dmC1Ci�j .�x;xi
/:

One can see that

mX
iD0

iX
jD0

dj .A/di�j .B/dmC1�i .�x0;xi
/D

mX
iD0

m�iX
jD0

di .A/dj .B/dmC1Ci�j .�x;xi
/:

Therefore,

dmC1.AB/�x;xi
D

mC1X
iD0

di .A/dmC1�i .B/�x;xi
:

So

dmC1.AB/x D

mC1X
iD0

di .A/dmC1�i .B/x:

will imply that fd0;d1; � � � ;dmC1g is a higher derivation of rank mC1. �
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